DIFFERENCES IN SLEEP PATTERNS AMONG HEALTHY SLEEPERS AND PATIENTS AFTER STROKE
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Abstract
Sleep deprivation, whether from disorder or lifestyle, whether acute or chronic, poses a significant risk in daytime cognitive performance, excessive somnolence, impaired attention or decreased level of motor abilities. Ischemic stroke resulting in cerebral lesions is a well-known acute disorder that leaves affected patients strongly vulnerable to sleep disturbances that often lead to the above-mentioned cognitive and attentional impairments. In this paper, we analyzed and compared sleep patterns of healthy sleepers and patients after stroke. To overcome the well-known limits of the standardized sleep scoring into several discrete sleep stages we employed the recently proposed probabilistic sleep model that represents the sleep process as a continuum in terms of a set of probability curves. The probability curves were considered to represent a form of functional data, and microstructure along with time dynamics of the curves were studied using functional principal components analysis and clustering. Although our study represents a preliminary attempt to separate the two groups of subjects, we were able to identify several physiologically separate sleep patterns and we also identified sleep microstate patterns being a potential source allowing the discrimination of healthy subjects and stroke patients.
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Introduction
Sleep is a time-dynamic process coming in diverse forms. Polysomnography (PSG) is the standard diagnostic procedure for capturing the structure of sleep. It consists of a battery of diagnostic tests monitoring the subject's cerebral and cardial activity, eye movement, muscle tension, breath rate, and other physiological and neurophysiological variables, throughout the whole night. The key component of PSG is the recording of brain electrical activity on scalp, the electroencephalography (EEG). A hypnogram, a form of PSG, represents the graph of clinically well-defined sleep stages as a function of time. It is usually obtained by visual scoring of EEG, electrooculogram (EOG) and electromyogram (EMG) recordings. Cycles of rapid eye movement sleep (REM) and non-rem (NREM) stages are the major components of the sleep process. According to the scoring protocol of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM), NREM sleep can be further classified into stage 1, 2, and 3, which includes previously considered stage 4 of the Rechtschaffen and Kales (RK) scoring protocol into stage 3 [1, 2]. This stage is called slow wave sleep (SWS) and represents the deepest sleep.

Strokes are caused by an interruption of blood flow to the brain. If the condition persists for more than a few seconds, it results in the loss of consciousness and leads to brain ischemia, consequently resulting in irreversible brain disorders and brain tissue damage. Sleep disorders may be direct functional consequences of a stroke. For example, obstructive sleep apnea is the major sleep disorder associated with an ischemic stroke [3]. On the other hand, sleep disruption, partial or full sleep deprivation is ubiquitous following hemispheric strokes. Characterizing the sleep structure of brain-damaged patients is a challenging task, since the condition of patients often does not allow for any measurement to take place. Targeted experiments with
a proper monitoring and evaluation of sleep are scarce; studies in this area are therefore limited. We highlight but a recent study by Jiang et al. [4] who found polysomnographic abnormalities in patients with a specific cognitive impairment. The results hint at the potential of this line of research.

This paper summarizes initial work within the national project titled "Effects of sleep disturbances on day-time neurocognitive performance in patients with stroke". The project aims to answer the following three questions: a) Are there differences in sleep patterns between healthy sleepers and stroke patients? b) How does sleep affect the subjects' daytime neurocognitive performance? c) Is the sleep-performance relationship different in healthy subjects and patients with stroke? Here, we focus on and provide a discussion of the first problem. In particular, we carry out a statistical analysis and evaluation of sleep EEG recordings.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we provide technical details about the dataset in question and about the preprocessing steps taken. Next, we note that the raw EEG time series is in itself cumbersome to work with and on that account we seek a more workable transcription of sleep. This leads us to the probabilistic sleep model (PSM). The PSM produces a new sleep representation in the form of posterior probability curves representing sleep microstructure defined by a finite set of sleep microstates. Subsequently, we treat the posteriors as functional data and tackle the problem using tools of functional data analysis. Finally, we give the results of applying this procedure to our dataset.

## Methods

### Data specification and preprocessing

In total, 99 whole-night EEG recordings were analyzed, 34 of which correspond to stroke patients. These had been collected in accordance with the objectives of the project, not later than 7, and in most cases within 5 days after the occurrence of stroke. A sample of recordings of healthy sleepers taken from the SIESTA database [5] was used as the control group. The database consists of full PSG recordings of two consecutive nights for 175 healthy adults of varying ages. However, as one would expect, stroke patients are mostly elderly people. Since age is one of the major factors of sleep architecture, only healthy subjects over 60 were included in our study to avoid age related bias in the analysis. The first-night recording was taken, since adaptation to the clinical environment may influence subsequent measurements. All subjects in the control group had a Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index [6] of at most 5.

A brief quantitative characterization of the dataset is summarized in Table 1.

**Table 1: Summary of selected RK sleep parameters of healthy subjects and stroke patients considered in the study.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Healthy</th>
<th>Stroke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men : Women</td>
<td>31 : 34</td>
<td>20 : 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age [h]</td>
<td>73.0 ± 7.5</td>
<td>68.1 ± 11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in bed [h]</td>
<td>7.97 ± 0.46</td>
<td>7.09 ± 1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sleep time [h]</td>
<td>5.97 ± 1.07</td>
<td>6.57 ± 1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep latency [min]</td>
<td>22.0 ± 19.9</td>
<td>9.35 ± 7.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep latency to REM [h]</td>
<td>2.42 ± 1.38</td>
<td>2.60 ± 1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of awakenings</td>
<td>25.3 ± 12.4</td>
<td>7.58 ± 7.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake within sleep [min]</td>
<td>89.6 ± 46.4</td>
<td>19.0 ± 20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep efficiency [%]</td>
<td>74.9 ± 12.4</td>
<td>92.6 ± 7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 [%]</td>
<td>12.7 ± 7.8</td>
<td>34.5 ± 21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 [%]</td>
<td>58.5 ± 10.9</td>
<td>28.8 ± 13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWS [%]</td>
<td>12.5 ± 10.4</td>
<td>26.3 ± 14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REM [%]</td>
<td>16.3 ± 7.5</td>
<td>10.5 ± 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of REM cycles</td>
<td>2.98 ± 1.14</td>
<td>5.04 ± 3.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The RK hypnograms used for sleep marker computation had been obtained by manual scoring for stroke patients and via an automatic RK classifier, Somnolyzer 24x7 [7], in the case of healthy subjects.

Though it would be interesting to look at other PSG components as well, we left it as a future research question and used EEG data only. Primarily, the C3 EEG channel referenced to M2 was considered. Noise-infected segments were replaced by corresponding C4-M1 channel segments, if artifact-free, otherwise the problematic time intervals were ignored. All data were down-sampled to 100Hz.

### Probabilistic sleep model

The PSM is a novel sleep model proposed and validated by Lewandowski et al. [8]. For the complete description of PSM, we refer the reader to [8]. Subsequent sleep process related validation of the model was carried out in [9]. Below we provide a brief summary of the model.

Based on the specific PSG patterns produced, various forms of sleep may be identified. The traditional RK classification [2] distinguishes between phases involving REM and NREM sleep. Phases of NREM sleep are further classified according to depth as S1, S2, S3 or S4, in order from lighter to deeper sleep. S3 and S4 are considered as SWS. The classical
representation of sleep, the hypnogram, is then derived by dividing a PSG recording into 30s long epochs and assigning each epoch to one of the five or six classes mentioned above. The scoring is usually performed by an attending specialist according to the RK rules [2].

The RK model has been criticized for dependence on inherently subjective judgments involved in sleep stage classification. Also, it is at best a crude description of sleep, both in terms of time resolution and the simplistic classification into a small number of fixed stages. The PSM aims to address these issues by introducing two main changes. First, the considered time window of an epoch is at the scale of a few seconds (in this work 3s), constituting a compromise between a more fine-grained partition and the ability to capture low-frequency EEG waves with reasonable reliability. Second, and more importantly, it explains sleep in terms of a larger number of sleep states, which we denote microstates, and transitions between them. Instead of a class label, the PSM assigns each time window a vector of non-negative values summing to one. The components of the vector correspond to the considered microstates and may be interpreted as weights or probabilities that the subject was in the respective microstate during the considered time epoch. Thus, the PSM is able to capture a much wider range of sleep forms.

Plotting probabilities that apply to a given microstate against time produces a posterior curve. A complete PSM transcription of sleep comprises a set of posterior curves, one for each microstate.

The PSM construction

The PSM relies on a sample of PSG recordings to identify and learn the typical characteristics of the hypothesized ensemble of sleep microstates. It follows that the behavior of a PSM, and consequently all posteriors derived from it, depend on the training dataset. In particular, the training dataset and the posteriors derived from it, depend on the training information in the form of RK and/or spindle based model can combine microstate posteriors to produce a set of RK posteriors, which may be conceived of as a continuous counterpart of the hypnogram. This is in contrast to the version of the PSM presented here, which is a pure model in the sense that it aims to define sleep microstates based solely on the data, unaffected by any a priori RK based scoring.

The PSM in action

A successfully trained PSM can be used for converting sleep EEG data into a set of posterior probabilities. The following mechanism is applied in this step.

• Input: An EEG signal from a whole-night sleep recording.
• Partition the signal into 3s time frames and fit an AR(10) model to each. Thus obtain \(n_t\) vectors of AR coefficients \(\{y^{(t)}|i=1, ..., n\}\) representing EEG data.
• For \(i = 1, ..., n_t\), evaluate the responsibility of each microstate for the \(i\)-th data segment. The responsibility \(\gamma_j^{(t)}\) represents the probability that microstate \(j\) generated \(y^{(t)}\), conditional on the value of \(y^{(t)}\).
The model was set to comprise 15 Gaussian mixture components. The number was chosen empirically as a compromise between reasonable adaptive power and stability of the model. Concerns over the model’s instability arise from the PSM’s definition via maximum likelihood, which includes the EM algorithm that tends to converge to local extrema.

Next, PSM-based posteriors were derived and processed using positive spline smoothing. Each out of 99 available polysomnograms was thus represented by 15 smoothed microstate posterior curves. For each microstate, fPCA was performed on the respective 99 curves leading to a reduction to lower-dimensional vectors of scores.

Seeking structure in the data, the vectors were subsequently clustered using the 2-means algorithm. The procedure was performed repeatedly, with cluster centers initialized as two randomly selected data points in each run. Although the algorithm did not always converge to the same state, the results generally differed by fewer than three subjects. In Figure 1, we consider the clustering given by the 2-means method with initial cluster centers chosen as the mean vector across stroke subjects and the mean across the control group. The fraction of variance explained by fPCA was set to 85%, but we observed that varying the number of principal components had a minor effect on the resulting clusters. The assumption underlying this procedure is that if there is no significant difference in sleep architecture of the two populations, then the clusters will be roughly independent of the healthy-stroke partition.

**Results and Discussion**

Results for each sleep microstate are summarized in Figure 1. Taking into account the different lengths of recordings, the value of a representative posterior in a given time point is computed as the mean across available posterior values in that time point. The physiological interpretation of individual microstates can be inferred from their frequency spectra as well as from posteriors. As a rule of thumb, deeper sleep occurs later in the night and is associated with lower-frequency waves.

It can be observed that microstates 2 and 10 are more representative of patients with stroke. We find microstate 2 very interesting, as the cluster posteriors follow the two groups fairly closely from about the middle of the night towards the morning. In our future investigations, the microstate will be explored in...
greater depth, for example by analyzing the second half of the night separately.

Microstates 3 and 12 capture the specificity of sleep of a small subset of healthy subjects. As can be noted from high probability values, the microstates explain a considerable component of these subjects' sleep. In the next step, a hierarchical clustering method should be used to separate the specific subjects. Alternatively, we could increase the number of clusters.

Microstate 4 describes an aspect of healthy sleep as well, but corresponds to a rather different physiological state and involves a greater portion of the population. Due to the fact that one of the clusters includes virtually all stroke patients, there is a fairly close fit between this cluster's and stroke patients' posterior curves.

Based on its spectral and temporal characteristics, microstate 9 could be seen as a close-to-wake state, highly typical of healthy individuals and virtually unachievable by patients after stroke. Especially values of posteriors early in the night differ markedly between the two groups. Microstate 15 is also a quasi-wake state related mainly to healthy subjects, but in contrast, it seems capturing differences between the groups later in the night. Apart from the already mentioned microstates 9 and 15, sleep microstates 1 and 13 also seem to be closely linked to wake. In neither of these four microstates does the stroke mean posterior dominate the posterior of healthy subjects. On the contrary, stroke patients are more dominant in connection with microstates 2, 8 and 10, which correspond to SWS.

**Conclusion**

In this paper, we analyzed and compared sleep patterns of healthy sleepers and subjects with stroke. We used the probabilistic sleep model to obtain a tractable but exhaustive representation of sleep and proceeded with the analysis using an approach that
combined functional principal component analysis with 2-means clustering.

Our search did lead to interesting findings. We detected notable differences in sleep microstructure of the studied populations. These differences were also reflected in macro-level sleep descriptors such as the subject's overall inclination towards wake or SWS. We recognized considerable within-group variation of the sleep process, especially in the case of healthy subjects. No obvious pathologies in the sleep of stroke patients were detected.

In addition to the obtained results, we see the contribution of the paper in demonstrating the descriptive power of the PSM, either as a continuous alternative to the RK hypnogram, or as a standalone detailed transcription of sleep. Besides, we hinted at the potential of further research in this area of sleep neurophysiology, and at the multitude of ways to tackle problems involving neurophysiological signals.

Still, our study leaves open a number of questions. There is still much to be learned from our dataset and we will follow the presented work with a more in-depth investigation. A project is under way to ascertain whether the differences in sleep architecture affect stroke patients' daytime neurocognitive performance. Also, it would be interesting to study a large enough stroke sample that would permit a classification based on the type, position and severity of stroke, and a whole new realm of possibilities would open up by incorporating other polysomnographic channels, most notably the electromyogram and electrooculogram.
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